
 

Manipulating transistors at terahertz
frequencies

November 23 2015

An interdisciplinary team at the Ruhr-Universität Bochum has found a
way of accessing the interior of transistors. The researchers have
manipulated the electron gas contained within by applying resonators to
generate rhythmic oscillation in the terahertz range inside. They shared
their findings in the magazine Scientific Reports.

Transistors can be manipulated not only with voltages

Used for switching and amplifying, transistors are fundamental elements
of modern electronics. By applying a specific voltage externally to a
transistor, an electric current is controlled inside, which, in turn,
generates a new voltage. Compared with the externally applied voltage,
the new voltage may be amplified, may oscillate or be logically
connected to it. In order to interact with their surroundings via electric
current and voltage, transistors contain ultra-thin electron layers, so-
called 2D electron gases. The RUB team demonstrated that these gases
can be controlled not only via DC and radio-frequency voltages.

Electron gas can be oscillated like jelly

"A 2D electron gas is like jelly," explains Prof Dr Andreas Wieck from
the Chair for Applied Solid State Physics. "If pressure is electrically
applied to the gas from above with a characteristic frequency, thickness
and density oscillations are generated." Accordingly, the gas can be
manipulated via electric forces, which oscillates much more rapidly than
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any radio or microwave frequency. As it has a thickness of just about ten
nanometres, the oscillations follow the laws of quantum mechanics. This
means: all occurring oscillations have a specific frequency, namely in the
terahertz range, i.e. in the range of 1012 Hertz. "Pressure to the electron
gas must be applied in that rapid change," elaborates Wieck. Andreas
Wieck, Dr Shovon Pal, Dr Nathan Jukam and other colleagues from the
workgroup Terahertz Spectroscopy and Technology as well as from the
Chair of Electronic Materials and Nanoelectronics have found a way to
trigger the required oscillations. Thus, a new method of accessing the
interior of a transistor has been created.

Resonators generate thickness oscillations

One hundred nanometres above the electron gas, the RUB researchers
evaporated an array of identical metallic resonators which can oscillate
with the required fixed frequency. The electron gas was embedded in a
semiconductor and could be modified via external DC voltage, namely it
could be made a bit thicker or thinner. The thickness determines the
frequency which makes the gas oscillate optimally. Deploying external
voltage, the researchers were able to fine-tune the electron gas to the
resonators, i.e. adjust the gas so that the alternating electric pressure of
the resonators excites it optimally to oscillate in the terahertz range.

Sensors for chemical and environmental technology

This method could be of interest for sensors in chemical and
environmental applications, as the researchers suggest. This is because
molecule oscillations typically happen in the terahertz range. With
modified transistors, such oscillations can be recorded and sensors can
be developed that react to the frequencies of certain gases or liquids.

  More information: Shovon Pal et al. Ultrawide electrical tuning of
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light matter interaction in a high electron mobility transistor structure, 
Scientific Reports (2015). DOI: 10.1038/srep16812
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